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ABSTRACT
In an age when escalating fuel prices, global
warming and world resource depletion are of
great concern, sustainable transport practices
promise to define a new way of mobility into the
future. With its comparatively minimal negative
environmental impacts, non reliance on fuels
and positive health effects, the simple bicycle
offers significant benefits to humankind. These
benefits are evident worldwide where bicycles
are successfully endorsed through improved infrastructure, supporting policies, public education
and management. In Australia, the national, state
and local governments are introducing measures
to improve and support green transport. This is
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necessary as current bicycle infrastructure is not
always sufficient and the longstanding conflict
with motorized transport still exists. The aim for
the future is to implement sustainable hard and
soft bicycle infrastructure globally; the challenges
of such a task can be illustrated by the city of
Brisbane, Australia.

INTRODUCTION
Of all the modes of transport available to us today,
one of the most sustainable and efficient modes is
cycling. Cycling is a low cost, low impact mode
of transport that can be accessed by all ages, in
all socio-economic situations. Looking into the
future, the increased use of bicycles for personal
transport, particularly commuting, seems inevi-
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table with the rise in population density, rise in
fuel costs, and rise in environmental concerns.
The greatest task involved in increasing the use
of cycling as a transport mode is increasing its
uptake by citizens that would normally utilize
motorized transport. There is a theory that more
suitable, safe bicycle facilities will encourage
more cycling rather than driving (McClintock,
2002). Hence, for a city to increase the portion of
people cycling, it must implement suitable, safe
bicycle facilities, and consequently advance its
sustainability goals.
However, safe facilities and the provision of
bikes alone may not entice a social change such
as switching to cycling. Therefore, there is the
need for both hard and soft infrastructure to both
encourage and support cycling, and to meet the
challenge of ensuring the use of bicycles rather than
motor vehicles in the future. Hard infrastructure
includes physical elements such as segregated
bike lanes, green waves, parking facilities and
public bike hire schemes – all of which will be
explored in this chapter. Soft infrastructure such
as policy, education and management strategies
which facilitate and accommodate bicycle usage
will be discussed.
In the realms of urban and regional development, planning for cycling is predominately on
a metropolitan scale. However, as is explored in
this chapter, there are technologies and methods
of integrating public transport that can extend the
reach of bike infrastructure. While implementing bicycle infrastructure is important to a city’s
overall plan, this implementation is not without
its challenges. These challenges are illustrated
in the exploration of sustainable transport in the
Australian city of Brisbane.
Looking outward to the international community, the use of the bicycle for transport and
commuting is widespread and, indeed, successful
in many places. These include countries such as
The Netherlands, Sweden, Canada and France as
well as countries in the Middle Eastern, South East
Asian and South American nations. The success
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of cycling in these locations can be attributed to
well planned, bike-specific infrastructure. An
examination of these case studies and reputable
literature reveals that the best approach is to
have an interconnected network of bicycle lanes
that are segregated from motor traffic, as well as
adequate facilities and amenities, both on route
and at common destinations. This approach also
includes the provision of bicycles themselves as
an integrated element of the entire public urban
transport network, therefore supporting a holistic
approach to sustainability.

RIDINg TO SUSTAINABIlITy
A sustainable technology or process is one which
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs (US Environmental Protection Agency,
2008). There are generally three dimensions to
sustainability: financial, environmental and social
dimensions, also known as the triple bottom line
approach, and acknowledging profit, the planet
and its people. Bicycle infrastructure is considered
financially sustainable as it is inexpensive for
individual citizens to operate a bicycle, with no
transportation costs related to fuel and registration.
It is also cost- effective for governments, as bike
paths and facilities are inexpensive for authorities
to implement and maintain. In addition, cycling
instead of driving can actually stimulate economic
development, as indicated by a recent study revealing that ‘automobile expenditures provide far less
regional economic activity and employment than
most other consumer expenditures, indicating that
reducing automobile dependency tends to increase
economic development’ (Litman et al. 2008, p. 4).
Bicycle infrastructure is environmentally
sustainable as it preserves natural resources, does
not emit Carbon Dioxide (CO) and does not rely
on fossil fuels to operate. If there is an increase
in cyclists, resulting in a decrease in car drivers,
then there would be a further reduction of CO
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